
New Bay City

Population: 20.5 million
Area:  570 square miles

The Native Americans called it The Land of the Forsaken Shadow.  They avoided it. Spanish explorers
came to the area searching for the Fountain of Youth.  They died horribly. Pirates tried to hide in the
bay.  They died horribly.  The city was nearly destroyed during the Civil War.  Various natural and man
made disasters have plagued the city through the years but each time it was rebuilt and expanded.
Nothing major has happened to the city in about 100 years.  The old timers are saying that Fate is just
saving up for the big one.

New Bay City is basically divided into two sections by the Sanguine River.  The north side is older and
poorer and the south side is generally newer and richer.

The City Overall
Theme: Sunnydale on steroids. Something bad has happened just about every where.

Tag: The Land of the Forsaken Shadow

The North Side
North Beach
Idea: A public beach complete with medical waste.

Tag: They Come Out At Night

The Boardwalk
Idea: Tourist traps and college hang outs. Small amusement park, lots of small shops and hang outs.
Think Lost Boys.

Tag: Predators' Playground

Misc  Notes:  The hottest  club  on  the  boardwalk  right  now is  Crystalline,  a  dance  club  with  loud
throbbing music, multiple levels with semi-transparent floors and furniture, and the whole place is filled
with a pleasant cool mist and various flashing lights that give a disorienting experience as people are
constantly  emerging  from  or  going  into  multicolored  fog  banks.  Naturally  it's  a  White  Court
establishment.



The Plantation Quarter
Idea:  Historical  district  with rumors of  ghosts,  Voodoo and other  things.   Many of  the old money
families maintain their ancestral homes as historical landmarks and  a status symbols.  Once you get
off the beaten path most buildings and people are left to decay.

Tag: Decay And Corruption Run Deeper Than You Think.

Notes:  One thing  everyone  notices  in  the  Plantation  Quarter  is  the  presence  of  many lush  and
beautiful private gardens that give off a sweet smell even in the winter. Despite the crime in the area,
even  the  criminals  seem  scared  to  vandalize  the  gardens.  There  are  nasty  rumors  about  what
happens to those who do...

Little China
Idea: The local Chinatown

Tag: You'll Be Surprised What You Can Find Here.

Misc Notes: Fu's Herbs, Teas, and Curios has a beautiful, huge, and unique flowing water sculpture in
the window that often draws the attention of tourists and has become an iconic image of Little China.
It's true purpose is to foil and disrupt any magic aimed at the store. Also it keeps stray magic from
leaking out.  Fu's has many unique teas but is famous for Smoke-Breathing Dragon Tea, which is
almost guaranteed to calm and focus the mind and put one in a meditative mood.

La Colonia
Idea: Low income Hispanic neighborhood

Tag: Hope And Faith Fade With The Daylight.

Quaker Heights (Da Q)
Idea: African American low income neighborhood

Tag: Don't Judge A Book By It's Cover.

The Triangle
Idea: A desolate area of only a few square blocks where the Da Q, Little China and La Colonia meet.
Not good place to be at any time.

Tag: Even The Cops Don't Go There At Night.

North Creek
Idea: The “richest” burb on the North side, lower middle class, shopping malls and strip malls.

Tag: The Faceless Herd

Industrial Quarter
Idea: Factories, warehouses , a few seedy bars. Maybe some low end organized crime. Tag:

The North End
Idea: Poor white trash, mobile homes. Reaches into the bayous.

Tag: This Week On Cops. . .



The Brown Fields
Idea: Dominated by oil and chemical refineries.  Most of them are still functional.  A few low income 
residential areas still exist and make Love Canal look pristine.

Tag: The Slime Is Alive

The Bayous
Idea: Swamp billies, gators and a good place to dispose of bodies.

Tag: The Swamp Never Gives Up Her Secrets.

The Pier
Idea: Docks, warehouses and a few hang outs for the merchant marine, long shore men and techno-
goths. A rough place.
Tag: Whatever It Is, It Comes Through Here.

The South Side
South Beach & The Marina
Idea: A private beach with “vacation” homes.  Docks for riverboat casinos, cruise ships and private
yachts.  South  Beach  has  become  not  just  the  local  rich  dude  hangout,  but  has  become  an
international icon for snobby private beaches, and celebrities from around the world can be spotted
there form time to time.

Tag: Everything on the dollar menu costs a grand.

Nob Hill
Idea: Old money mansions, country clubs, exclusive private schools and social clubs.

Tag: Old Money, Ancient Power.

Financial District
Idea: Banks, law offices and trading institutions. Where the money moves.

Tag: The Wheels of The Machine Never Stop.

Golden Oaks
Idea: Exclusive gated community. New Money. 

Tag: Gates Can Keep Things In, Too.

Municipal Plaza
Idea: Large office complex housing city, county, state and federal offices.

Tag: There's A Form You Have To Fill Out.

The Most Holy Church of the Only True Believers of The Word
Idea: Mega, Mega, MEGA-CHURCH!

Tag: Praise The Lord And Pass The Collection Plate. Remember It's For The Children.



Areas that Span Both Sides
Center Park
Idea: Largest park of the city.

History: Although the Sanguine River runs through a narrow gorge in the hill, the land where Center
Park now stands is some of the highest land in the city. The city founders judged it the least likely
place for  flooding,  and established the original  city cemetery there.  Almost  a century later  it  was
decided that the city needed a central park, and most of the graves were relocated. Many of the
historical tombs, monuments, and statues remain, however. Although the city government had fond
hopes of making Center Park into a national tourist attraction, the funding was a problem and the
haunted supernatural nature of the city was an even bigger problem. The park quickly deteriorated
and remained a monster-infested hellhole for decades. It remained that way until a group of magic-
practicing college students formed their own Take Back the Park initiative and began recruiting as
many clued-in people as they could to help. Through planning, organization, and more than a little
magical talent, they managed to kick the predators and demons out of the park (although it cost a few
lives along the way). As the atmosphere of the park began to change, the city government (and the
White Court) saw the opportunity to fulfill the dream of a national attraction and channeled money into
revitalizing the park.

Center  Park  is  one  of  the  most  popular  parts  of  the  city,  nearly  always  crowded  with  people,
musicians, and events. Although the mundanes don't realize why, they just feel safer and more relaxed
here than anywhere else in the city. James Memorial Stage constantly hosts concerts, often starring
celebrities who have come to relax on South Beach, other times showcasing local bands. The park
has  several  great  performance  spaces  which  are  open  for  performers  to  put  on  shows.  Other
attractions include an outdoor cafe, sports fields, playgrounds, and jogging paths which often wind
past scenic and historic tombs and clusters of beautifully carved gravestones.

As far as the supernatural community is concerned, the park is an area protected both by the White
Council and the White Court. Black Court and Red Court vampires are not welcome there, and are
vigorously discouraged by the Center Park Guardians. The White Court has declared the park a no
feeding zone and these vampires are tolerated by the Guardians as long as they abide by this rule.
Most faerie types are welcome as long as they don't start trouble. The Red Court vampires resent this
treatment but right now are too weak to oppose the White Council and White Court. The Black Court
vampires  seem  rather  unconcerned,  simply  avoiding  the  park  and  keeping  their  opinions  to
themselves.

The Hennessy Compass:  Captain "Peg Leg"  Hennessy was an unusually  superstitious  man,  and
deeply feared witches who might curse him for his pirating ways. He traded with the fae for a magic
compass that  could detect  magic being used,  or  the presence of  creatures from the Nevernever.
Although his ship was lost, his compass survived and got passed down through the generations. The
sculptor  who built  the giant  compass in  the  park sealed Captain  Hennessy's  compass inside the
sculpture in order to transfer the powers of the compass into the sculpture. No one knows exactly why
he did it. Soon after, the sculptor disappeared, even before receiving the final payment for his work.

City planners were not happy when they learned that the needle of the compass didn't face north, but
they didn't want to spend additional funds to hire someone to fix it, and it soon became a quirky tourist
attraction.

The mundanes who visit the park believe the compass spins randomly, there are numerous legends
about  the mysterious eccentric sculptor  who built  it.  One of  the guardians eventually noticed that



whenever there was a vampire or demon attack in the park, the compass always seemed to spin to
point  towards it.  Now the Guardians use the compass to track supernatural  badness in the park,
allowing them to head off trouble and quickly appear when something is going down.

Additionally, the site can be used to aid Divination that is if the practitioners don't mind performing in a
public space.

New Bay University
Idea:  A good general university.   Marketed as “The Most  Well  Rounded Campus in the Country”.
Unofficially, the second best university in the country.  Filled with students and professors who didn't
make the cut at more prestigious colleges.  Doesn't mean the people there aren't ambitious.   They'll
take a grant from anybody.

Tag: That's What We Call Normal

Masterson Hall
Idea: Freshman Co-Ed Dorm where the player characters start off living.

Tag: There's Something Strange About My Dorm Mate.

Face: Old Man Smithers

Outside of Town
Harker Island
Idea: Formerly a prison and home for the criminally insane.  Built  in the 1890's and closed in the
1950's. Currently, a state historical park.   It has an automated light house and weather station. The
old lighthouse still stands but has been out of service for decades, and is rumored to be haunted.

Misty Woods State Park
Idea: Occasionally, campers do go missing.  Malk hunting ground.

Tag: It Was Just An Animal Attack.

Fort Sherman
Idea: Old bunkers, who knows what's in those things. Built during WWII.  Now more of a storage area 
with only a small military contingent.

Key Event In The City
Pirate Days! The week leading up to Memorial Day Weekend is Pirate Days! For college students, it's
about the end of the school year and the beginning of summer. For the city, it is the kickoff for beach
and tourist season. The entire city goes crazy with pirate themed parties, festivals and activities.

Pirate  Days  celebrates  the  legend  of  Captain  Jim "Peg  Leg"  Hennessy,   a  notorious  pirate  and
buccaneer.  According to the stories, Captain Peg Leg's ship sank somewhere off the coast near New
Bay City; shortly after he buried his vast treasure somewhere. Some tales say that he never reached
the area and the treasure is still on his ship.  Some say that his ghost guards the treasure. Treasure
seekers from around the world still stop by the city to try and find it.


